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ABSTRACT
The hypothesis guiding this paper is if digital technologies have the power to alter 
the commercial banks’ set-up and the way they provide their services. This would 
suggest that the new types of (traditional) banking services and the new type of (tra-
ditional) banking service providers have emerged in the market. The paper describes 
the commercial banking services, the set-up commercial banks operate in and the 
changes occurring in the market triggered by financial technology (the FinTech 
firms). When researching the effects of financial technology, the paper focuses on 
the trends in the market and the efficiencies the new services are responsible for. The 
new service providers have shown that they are meeting the demands of the consum-
ers/clients that banks have not, such as crowdfunding, or battling financial inclusion. 
The grand issue surrounding the FinTech sector is the lack of applicable regulatory 
environment. Challenges the regulators are faced with when designing the regulation 
applicable to the financial technology are the speed the services are evolving with 
and choosing the right moment to place regulation. The lack of adequate regulation 
leaves customers/clients unprotected. Nevertheless, the FinTech sector is growing 
rapidly. Indications in the market suggest the FinTech firms are leading the way the 
commercial banking sector will follow.
KEYWORDS: commercial banking, FinTech, financial inclusion, crowdfunding, 
RegTech, blockchain
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the recent decade, significant turmoil has occurred in financial markets. The 
financial sector has been facing various challenges, starting with the financial 
crises of 2007/2008, the emergence of digital technology such as various ap-
plications providing banking services and finally the popularization of crypto-
currencies such as bitcoin. This paper will explore if modern technology has 
the potential to disrupt the commercial banking sector. It will focus on how it 
is affecting commercial banks and the services they are providing.
More specifically, this paper will explore the use of digital infrastructure in 
global markets in order to identify what effect it may have on the commercial 
banking industry. The reason for that is the link between financial markets. 
A phenomenon that is taking place in one financial market, may often im-
pact other markets. Consequently, the banking industry of one country may be 
moved by the trends in other countries. This is compounded by digital technol-
ogy service providers increasingly providing their services to their customers 
online. This means that services being offered will, in most cases, be acces-
sible to a number of clients, regardless of the country they ordinarily reside 
in. Therefore, the alterations that are occurring cannot be observed from only 
one market’s perspective. That is why this paper does not focus on the changes 
occurring in a single market. 
The literature used for the creation of this paper is: the books and papers of 
the prominent authors together with the reports of established international 
institutions and private business consultants. Well-known dictionaries have 
been used for specifying the definitions used in this paper. The research for 
this paper was conducted on the Internet. Therefore, various Internet sources 
were used in the preparation of this paper with the purpose of illustrating the 
occurrences and the developments in the market. 
The topic of this paper is not the financial crisis 2007/2008 nor if the emer-
gence and the popularity of digital technology providers is the after-effect of 
the financial crisis. This paper is observing the state of the market after the 
financial crisis and exploring its effect on the set-up of commercial banks and 
the services they are providing. The financial crisis in this paper is referred 
to as financial crisis 2007/2008. The term bank or banking in this paper is 
referred to as commercial or retail banking if not expressively stated other-
wise. The effect of digital technology on investment banking or the investment 
banking services is not the topic of this paper. 
In the second chapter, this paper provides a display of the transformative ef-
fects that the implementation of digital technology could have on an industry 
and compares this with examples from the communication industry. The third 
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chapter proposes a definition of commercial banks and the services they pro-
vide. The fourth chapter outlines the technological solutions benefitting the 
clients that have been implemented so far in the banking sector. The fifth chap-
ter will define FinTech firms and touch upon the challenges there are facing. 
It will also review the services FinTech is providing and compare them to the 
services commercial banks are providing. The sixth chapter of the paper will 
discuss the regulatory environment, the lack of a suitable regulatory frame-
work, and the challenges the legislators are facing. This paper concludes with 
a discussion on the regulatory environment, the lack of suitable regulatory 
framework, the challenges that legislators are facing and the expectation of the 
market and whether digital technologies are disrupting commercial banking 
services.
2. DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES’ ALTERING EFFECT ON THE 
ESTABLISHED MARKETS
Digital technologies are deeply embedded in modern society, and it is assumed 
they will be influencing the banking sector, and the services banks are provid-
ing. Prior to the implementation of digital technology, it is challenging to fore-
cast the effects it will have on the established infrastructures. Hence are the 
depth and the intensity of the penetration of digital technology into the finan-
cial system unconceivable. The influence and the transformative power digital 
technology may have on commercial banking sector cannot be fully foreseen. 
The effect the implementation of digital technologies may have on the industry 
can, however, be observed on the example of communications industry where 
the implementation of digital technology has made drastic alterations. 
During the first and the second industrial revolution, the innovations in the 
communication sector have simplified communication (telegraph and tele-
phone) and allowed more individuals access to media and the news (radio and 
TV). Although the impacts of the first and second revolution on communica-
tion were transformative, it cannot be compared with how markets and com-
merce have been revolutionized by digital technologies such as computer and 
Internet. 
The Internet, social media and smartphones have changed the way people 
communicate and engage with each other as well as, more recently, financial 
services. The implementation of the digital technologies into the communica-
tions infrastructure has reduced the cost, increased the speed and the efficien-
cy of the communication by which it has provided (previously) unthinkable 
methods of communication (such as video-chats). The use of digital infrastruc-
ture permits and also facilitates news and information to travel inexpensively 
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and instantly from one part of the world to another. It allows every person with 
a smartphone and an appropriate social media account to be a reporter. As a 
result, the methods of communication and media are utterly transformed. Such 
an efficient transformation has rendered some old technologies and infrastruc-
tures such as fixed telephones and fixed lines as fallbacks and/or obsolete. 
New(er) technologies and their implementation in the existing infrastructures 
may become relevant and achieve benefits provided that an adequate number 
of users accept them. For that reason, when assessing the impact of the inno-
vative technologies on the society and industry, the adaption speed by which 
the users accept them must be taken into account. The telephone has had 50 
million connections 30 years after its invention, the iPod has reached the same 
user number in 5 years, and Skype has reached 50 million users in only 2 
years.1 The listed examples display that the adaption speed is increased for 
each new product (and service). As technological adoption increases so does 
the need for more2. Some of the reasons why is the adaption speed increasing 
are the globalization and the global consumers connected through social me-
dia and other platforms. 
3. COMMERCIAL BANKS AND THE SERVICES THEY ARE 
PROVIDING
With the purpose of assessing the disrupting or altering effect of the digital 
technology on the services of commercial banks, this paper will firstly define 
a (commercial) bank and the services it traditionally provides. Black’s Law 
Dictionary defines a bank as a financial establishment for the deposit, loan, 
exchange, or issue of money and for the transmission of funds.3 One of the 
first precise definitions of banks was in the US Bank Holding Companies Act 
which defined banks as institutions that accept demand deposits or deposits 
that the depositor may withdraw by check or similar means for payment to 
third parties or others, and is engaged in the business of making commer-
cial loans.4 Grgurek defines banks as institutions that are collecting deposits, 
1 See Dobbs; etc.: No Ordinary Disruption - The Four Global Forces Breaking All the 
Trends. 
2 The benefits are the profits earned related to the implementation of new technology (or the 
cost-cutting related to the implementation), the increased utility and may even include such 
“non-economic” factors as the enjoyment. See Hall: Adoption of New Technology - Working 
Paper 9730. One can presume that enjoying such benefits may incentivize the users to “need” 
more services that have been transformed due to the implementation of the technologies.  
3 See Garner: Black’s Law Dictionary - Eighth Edition. 
4 See Leko: Tradicionalno definiranje banaka i suvremene “full-service” banke. 
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making loans, and providing financial services.5 From the definitions above, it 
is obvious that the banks are defined by the services they are providing. 
The definitions indicate that banks are institutions that are providing depos-
itory and credit services; meaning that they are taking deposits from their 
customers, which are later repackaged and offered to the market as loans. The 
depository and credit services banks are providing are central services as the 
banks are making a profit on the margin and charging a fee for them. Banks are 
also providing money transfer services by enabling their customers to transfer 
funds from one account to another and to execute payments. Depository and 
credit services, together with the payment’s services can be categorized as 
commercial banking services to commercial and/or retail customers.6 Com-
mercial banks represent key financial intermediaries in the financial market.7 
Another (traditional) feature that is characteristic for a commercial bank is 
that it operates net of branches. Branches make an essential part of a bank’s 
operations as its “storefront” and customer-advisory functions.8 A wide net of 
branches, however, increases the fixed cost of doing business because a bank 
must cover the cost of rent(s), employees’ salaries, security, etc. The trade-off 
is that, in the existing set-up, a wide net of branches enables commercial banks 
to provide their services to a larger number of clients. The wider the net of 
branches, the larger market share a bank could achieve and retain. 
Progress and development of financial markets have led to the development 
of financial products and services that are becoming more complex, which in 
turn, makes them less accessible/attainable to clients. A number of services 
the banks are providing are fine-tuned for the needs of the big clients and 
completely out of reach for the small investors. The lack of basic product in the 
market may be moving the small investors towards alternative services. 
Another factor constraining the adaption of the banking services and business 
model are the regulatory barriers. The speed of the banking sectors’ adjust-
ment to the changes in the market and to the needs of their customers must be 
observed in light of the strict regulation covering the financial sector. When 
5 See Grgurek; Vidaković: Bankarsko poslovanje. 
6 The Dictionary of Banking & Financial Services defines commercial banks as banks that 
generally specialize(d) in demand deposits and commercial loans. Thus, this article is refer-
ring to crediting and depositing together with the money transfer as commercial bank services. 
See Rosenberg: Dictionary of Banking & Financial Services - Second Edition. 
7 See Madura: Financial Institutions and Markets.
8 According to McKinsey research, between 30 % and 60 % of customers choose branches 
for doing at least some of their banking in European nations. See Dallerup etc.: A bank branch 
for the digital age. 
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transforming the existing services and offering new services to their custom-
ers, banks may have to confer with the regulator.  
The services banks are providing, are not limited to the commercial banking 
services. Development of the financial sector has increased the volume of the 
services banks are providing to customers. In addition to commercial banking 
services, banks are providing investment banking services such as trading ser-
vices, advisory services, underwriting, asset management, valuation services, 
etc. Investment banking is a non-legal but thematic subcategory of banking. 
An ‘investment bank’ is a financial institution whose fundamental job is to 
help finance the long-term capital needs of business and governments.9 What 
separates investment banks and commercial banks, besides the services pro-
vided to its customers, is the extent of risk their customers are exposed to. In 
some jurisdictions, investment banks will form a separate class of financial 
institutions due to regulatory requirements. The reason for this is to protect the 
customers from risks which are omnipresent in investment banking. At a point 
in time, in the US, it was prohibited to provide both commercial services and 
investment services. In the European market, prevailing banks will be provid-
ing both commercial and investment services. 
4. COMMERCIAL BANKING SERVICES IN THE LIGHT OF THE 
20TH CENTURY TECHNOLOGY
This chapter is examining the innovations in commercial banking that are 
directed to consumers’ experience. The way commercial banks provide a 
service via “bricks and mortar” distribution models10 to their clients has not 
changed significantly compared to the Italian banks in the 15th century.11 That 
being said, a range of automated and/or digital solutions have revolutionized 
how customers can have “control” over their access to funds. The introduction 
of automated teller machines (ATM), online banking and credit cards have 
all been advanced as part of increased financialization but also ability to in-
creased consumer spending. 
ATMs were firstly introduced in the 1970s.12 By the introduction of ATMs, 
banks have enabled its customers to have more independent access to their 
9 See Fohlin: A Brief History of Investment Banking from Medieval Times to the Present. 
10 “Brick and mortar” refers to a physical presence of banks/banks’ branches. “Bricks and mortar” 
distribution model refers to the distribution model banks are operating in described in chapter 3. 
11 See Jacques, etc.: Reimagining the bank branch for the digital era. 
12 See Scholnick, etc.: The Economics of Credit Cards, Debit Cards and ATMs: A Survey and 
Some New Evidence.
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bank accounts. It made customers less dependent on the working schedule of 
bank branches or their location. Similar to the banking branches network, the 
value of the bank’s ATMs network increases with size.13 
The innovation that enabled the customers to become even more sovereign in 
relation to banks was the introduction of transactional websites - online bank-
ing. Online banking was broadened in the late 2000s.14 Online banking entails 
transactional website which allows the customers, to be independent of bank 
branches’ working schedule or their location. Moreover, it allows the custom-
ers from any point of the world that has Internet coverage to autonomously ac-
cess their bank accounts and execute payments. Banks have incentivized their 
customers to use online banking by charging lower transaction fees for online 
banking transactions compared to the transaction fees for payments done by a 
bank teller in a bank branch. 
Besides the ATMs and online banking, an important innovation was the in-
troduction of non-cash payments by cards15. Cards are a replacement for cash 
money as they allow their customers to utilize their funds via cards and to 
use cards as a method of electronic payment16. The cards and online banking 
enable electronic payments and execution of financial transactions by online 
data exchange.17 Although ATMs, online banking and credit card do allow a 
certain degree of independence in executing payments, the services are insep-
arable of the banking system which makes the customers reliant on the com-
mercial banks. It means that even though clients are independently executing 
transactions, banks are still stepping in the middle of the transactions; as will 
be explained in more details in chapter 5.3.
The trends in the commercial banking industry show that banks aim to imple-
ment digital infrastructure (online interfaces) in order to adapt their services 
13 See Scholnick, etc.: The Economics of Credit Cards, Debit Cards and ATMs: A Survey and 
Some New Evidence.
14 In the year 2007, 77 % of commercial banks offered online banking to their customers. See 
Frame; Mester.: Technological Change, Financial Innovation, and Diffusion in Banking. 
15 Cards can be used for money transfer, debt, consumer benefits, etc. Cards may involve a 
large number of prices such as interest rates, teaser rates, grace periods, penalty fees, annual 
fees, etc and quantity constraints (credit limits, minimum payments, etc.). See Scholnick, B.; 
etc.: The Economics of Credit Cards, Debit Cards and ATMs: A Survey and Some New Evi-
dence.
Cards refer together to credit cards (that allow the later payment), debit cards (that allow direct 
payment) or prepaid cards (that allow advance payment).
16 See Grgurek; Vidaković: Bankarsko poslovanje. 
17 See Hrvatska Narodna Banka: E – novac. 
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and meet the preferences of global consumers. The adaptation is focusing on 
providing customized and on-demand services.18 
5. FINTECH – THE NEW GAME IN TOWN
The penetration of innovative technologies has so far been less evident in the 
banking sector compared to other industries. Following the crisis, a range of 
new financial services providers – who are not banks - emerged across mar-
kets. The term “FinTech19 firms” refers to those services providers who create 
digital infrastructures and provide digital banking services. The FinTech firms 
are providing financial services that can be divided into four clusters (i) credit, 
deposit, and capital raising services, (ii) payments, clearing and settlement ser-
vices, (iii) investment (management) services and (iv) other financial-related 
activities.20 Most often FinTech will have an online interface which will allow 
its clients’ uncomplicated usage of the banking services. FinTech service pro-
viders are focused on offering their services to small investors.
The FinTech industry is growing rapidly.21 In the first half of 2018, $57.9 bil-
lion was invested in (875 deals) in Fintech companies globally. Five years be-
fore, in the first half of 2015, $4.8 billion was invested in (875 deals) in Fintech 
companies globally.22 That shows that in five years there was a tenfold increase 
in the investments in Fintech firms globally. Such growth is indicative that the 
FinTech firms have recognized the needs, the demands and the preferences 
of the consumers/clients. The FinTech firms have shifted their focus to the 
mobile technologies to meet the FinTech’s consumer demand.23 The swift re-
ply to the preferences of the consumers is feasible because FinTech firms are 
18 See Jacques, etc.: Reimagining the bank branch for the digital era. and Dallerup etc.: A 
bank branch for the digital age. 
19 Oxford Living Dictionary defines FinTech as computer programs and other technology 
used to support or enable banking and financial services (an abbreviation of financial technol-
ogy).  
20 See European Banking Authority: Discussion Paper on the EBA’s approach to financial 
technology (FinTech).
21 In the year 2015, it was estimated that there are 4,000 active FinTech startups in the market 
and that the value of more than ten of the active FinTech startups exceeds USD 1 billion. See 
The Economist: Why FinTech won’t kill banks.
22 See Pollary: The Pulse of Fintech 2018: Biannual global analysis of the investments in 
Fintech.
23 The PwC’s Global Consumer Insights Survey 2018 - New consumer behaviors, new busi-
ness solutions reports that over the course of six years, the number of global consumers who 
shop via mobile phone has grown by 133%. See PwC’s Global Consumer Insights Survey 2018 
- New consumer behaviors, new business solutions. 
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constantly developing their services due to their flexibility. The flexibility is 
the consequence of the size and set-up FinTech is working in and due to the 
fact that they are working out of the reach of a regulator. The gap in the reg-
ulatory environment, together with the reduction of entry cost and the cost of 
providing services has removed the entry barriers which are characteristic for 
the banking sector. 
The services that FinTech firms provide are often not territorially bound. Not 
being focused on a territory of one state permits the FinTech firms to create 
distribution models that can reach a global market provided that no technical 
or regulatory “geo-blocking” or other sales barriers exist. The FinTech is espe-
cially important for underdeveloped markets. In underdeveloped countries, the 
population can be underbanked and therefore averted from using any banking 
services. This paper will show how FinTech firms have found a suitable solu-
tion to provide banking services to underbanked individuals and its potential 
to provide services of the same quality to all people with Internet access, re-
gardless of the development status of the country they live in.
Although FinTech firms have created new types of services which may have 
disrupted some components of the banking system, or at least caught its at-
tention, for a number of these “new” business activities FinTech firms are still 
relying on the “traditional” banking infrastructure. The share of the market 
that FinTech has obtained cannot be compared with the market share the 
banks have. Even so, the banking sector has recognized FinTech as a compet-
itive industry.24 The banking sector is presuming that the technology and the 
non-conventional service providers (FinTech) will be impacting it. The Econ-
omist’s Report shows that the banking sector is expecting FinTech firms to be 
executing more transactions than traditional banks by 2020.25 Based on a re-
cent Mayer Brown Report26, the collaboration of the financial institutions and 
FinTech is expected in the future either as banks taking over existing (FinTech) 
service providers or by forming a joint venture. Nevertheless, the banking sec-
tor will definitely be investing in digital solutions in the near future.
The following chapters discuss if the services FinTech firms provide are par-
allel/“partner-able” to the commercial banking services, it will also discuss 
how if FinTech firms can take the place of the commercial banks, and if devel-
oping technology is influencing money. 
24 The Mayer Brown report shows that 85 % of the respondents see independent FinTech as a 
moderate or great treat to commercial banking. See Mayer Brown: The ABC of Fintech – Ac-
quisitions, Brexit and Collaboration.
25 See The Economist: Intelligence Unit Retail banking - In tech we trust. 
26 See Mayer Brown: The ABC of Fintech – Acquisitions, Brexit and Collaboration.
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5.1. CROWDFUNDING – A NEW METHOD OF CREDITING.
Following the financial crisis, many individuals and business have been strug-
gling with obtaining credit. FinTech recognized the discrepancies in the mar-
ket and designed a new method of funding/crediting. This chapter will define 
bank credits, discuss the difficulties in obtaining credits, and display the cred-
iting service FinTech is providing (crowdfunding) as an alternative to bank 
loans. 
The Dictionary of Banking & Financial Services defines a bank credit as 
a credit created by commercial banks through the media of loans and dis-
counts granted with or without collateral.27 Crediting is defined as providing 
an amount of money from a financial institution as a creditor to a person on 
the other side as the debtor, with the promise that the debtor will return the 
borrowed amount together with the agreed interests.28 It is one of the central 
services banks are providing to its customers.29 When deciding on providing 
credit, a bank will be estimating the risk, the debtor’s credit rating and other 
relevant criteria, on the side of which a bank would often seek adequate securi-
ty for the case of default. The demanding prerequisites are deterring customers 
from obtaining credits. 
The existing funding channels are not meeting the demand of the customers. 
In the European Union, as much as 13 % of SMEs’ applications for loans 
are rejected.30 The deficiency of adequate funding channels places barriers to 
pursuing promising ideas and prevents entrepreneurs in accomplishing their 
business plans which limit economic growth. 
The rise of FinTech has introduced new methods of lending/crediting i.e. a new 
method of financing - crowdfunding. Crowdfunding allows direct transfer of 
the funds from the ones who have them to the ones who need them. Through 
crowdfunding, people who cannot meet the demanding prerequisites banks are 
setting, can obtain funding.31 In that way, FinTech has become an alternative to 
the traditional method of financing by obtaining credit from a bank or issuing 
securities. The example shows the potential FinTech has in distinguishing the 
challenges the market is dealing with and the right amount of imagination to 
create a new service. 
27 See Rosenberg: Dictionary of Banking & Financial Services - Second Edition.
28 See Leko; Jurković: rječnik bankarstva. 
29 See Grgurek; Vidaković: Bankarsko poslovanje. 
30 See European Commission: GREEN PAPER – Building a Capital Markets Union. 
31 See Bruckner: Regulating Fintech Lending.
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Crowdfunding platforms are online platforms. Hence, they are (often) acces-
sible from any part of the world. In many of the cases, the fund-seeker on a 
crowdfunding site can be any person with Internet access. Therefore, crowd-
funding sites are offering crediting (and investing) opportunities to customers 
regardless of their geographical location. Investors from specific countries or 
fund seekers from specific countries may be limited through regulatory bar-
riers.32 
Crowdfunding enables individuals and business entities to raise funds from 
the public but without the need for a traditional intermediary – i.e., bank. With 
financing through crowdfunding, a fund-seeker presents its project to the pub-
lic through the online platform, and the funds are provided by a crowd as an 
investor. The investment decision depends on the interaction of a project and 
the crowd. The crowd will make an investment decision based on the presen-
tation offered on the Internet platform. As compensation for the investment, 
the investor may receive interest, shares, bonds, non-financial compensation or 
another type of compensation. Depending on the way an investor will receive 
their compensation for the investment crowdfunding can be divided into33: 
investment-based crowdfunding34, lending-based crowdfunding35, dona-
32 Crowdfunding platform Kickstarter allows users from any country to become a creditor 
of a project that seeks financing through that platform. The fund seekers may be only from 
selected jurisdictions: USA, UK, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Denmark, 
Ireland, Norway, Germany, Singapore, France, Spain, Italy, Mexico, Luxemburg, Belgium, 
Austria or Honk Kong. See Kickstarter: Creator questions. 
In the EU the platforms that are active are registered in the EU, as well as in the USA, Canada, 
Australia, and China. See the European Commission: Crowdfunding in the EU Capital Mar-
kets Union - Commission Staff Working Document. 
33 See European Commission: Crowdfunding in the EU Capital Markets Union - Commis-
sion Staff Working Document. 
34 Companies issue equity or debt instruments to the crowd-investors through a platform. 
Therefore, the investors who will be investing in a project will receive security, share or  bond. 
Depending on the instrument, the compensation will be either dividend or interest. The in-
vestment-based crowdfunding where companies issues shares (equity crowdfunding) is rare 
because of the regulation covering the issuance. See European Commission: Crowdfunding in 
the EU Capital Markets Union - Commission Staff Working Document. 
35 In lending-based crowdfunding (also known as crowdlending, peer-to-peer or marketplace 
lending), companies or individuals seek to obtain funds from the public through platforms in 
the form of a loan agreement. The fund seeker will return the borrowed amount together with 
the interest rate. See European Commission: Crowdfunding in the EU Capital Markets Union 
- Commission Staff Working Document.
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tion-based crowdfunding36, rewards-based crowdfunding37 and invoice-trad-
ing crowdfunding38. The diverse compensation methods for the investors in-
dicate that crowdfunding financing is not only focused on business, but it can 
also be deployed for charitable societies or private causes. 
Besides obtaining credit, crowdfunding allows an investing opportunity to 
small investors who may not have access to capital market investments and/
or other products. Nevertheless, the investors investing in such opportunities 
must be aware that, although the profits may be higher than in a more conser-
vative investment opportunity39, the risk is definitely higher. When providing 
loans to the market, banks will conduct due diligence in order to estimate the 
risks connected to the investment. The investors on a crowdfunding platform 
do not have the same possibility to assess the risks of their investment.  The in-
vestors are provided with the information the fund seeker presents them with. 
As the sector remains fairly unregulated the risk is that neither all the relevant 
information is presented, nor is it clear who is liable for the statements made. 
Issuances of securities on a regulated market (IPO)40 are covered with high 
regulation. The regulation aims to reduce the risks by demanding the disclo-
sure of relevant information41 and imposing liability42 on the issuer and persons 
responsible for the accuracy of the information disclosed. At this point, there 
36 Individuals donate amounts to meet the larger funding aim of a specific charitable project 
while receiving no financial or material return. Charity organizations will often raise funds 
through donation-based crowdfunding. See European Commission: Crowdfunding in the EU 
Capital Markets Union - Commission Staff Working Document. 
37 In reward-based crowdfunding, the individuals donate to a project expecting to receive a 
non-financial contribution, such as goods or services. See European Commission: Crowdfund-
ing in the EU Capital Markets Union - Commission Staff Working Document. 
38 Invoice trading crowdfunding is a form of asset-based financing whereby businesses sell 
unpaid invoices or receivables through an online platform. The invoices or receivables can be 
sold individually or in a bundle. See European Commission: Crowdfunding in the EU Capital 
Markets Union - Commission Staff Working Document. 
39 The more conservative investment opportunities could be keeping money in a bank while 
earning steady interest rate or investing cash into real estate. 
40 For the purposes of the comparison, a crediting and IPO are discussed as alternatives to 
financing with crowdfunding. 
41 See Commission Regulation No 809/2004 of 29 April 2004 implementing Directive 
2003/71/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards information contained 
in prospectuses as well as the format, incorporation by reference and publication of such pro-
spectuses and dissemination of advertisements.
42 See Article 11 of the Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 14 June 2017 on the prospectus to be published when securities are offered to the 
public or admitted to trading on a regulated market and repealing Directive 2003/71/ECText 
with EEA relevance.
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is no regulation covering the crowdfunding sector that would ensure the level 
of investor protection. The high risks may be mitigated by covering the crowd-
funding platforms with the strict regulation that covers financial institutions. 
Crowdfunding is a financing method well accepted from customers around 
the world. Statista reports that the value of funds raised through crowdfund-
ing globally between 2014 to 2016 reaches 2.1 billion dollars.43 The advance 
of crowdfunding shows how the FinTech has recognized and sealed a gap in 
the market. Moreover, Bruckner argues that Fintech lending allows especially 
to marginalized communities access to credit, and by indirectly encouraging 
innovation in the financial services sector which 
5.2. IS FINTECH HINTING TOWARDS A MORE EFFICIENT PAYMENT 
SYSTEM? 
In addition to crediting, service commercial banks are providing is money 
transfer and/or executing payments - payment services. This chapter will ex-
plore the money transfer services banks are providing their customers to. It 
will review the parallel services some FinTech firms are providing in that re-
spect and examine if the services are benefiting the customers. The chapter 
will examine if the money transfer services FinTech firms have offered the us-
ers are more suitable for their needs. It will review the duration of transactions, 
fees charged for a transaction and access to banking infrastructure as factors 
impeding the efficiency of the payment system.  
An international money transfer may take up to several days. The time needed 
for executing a transaction is another factor decreasing the efficiency of the 
existing money transfer system. The time period needed to execute a transac-
tion increases the risks of the transaction44 and decreases the efficiency of the 
system. 
43 Statista is a provider of market and consumer data. See Statista: Crowdfunding - Statistics 
& Facts.
44 One of the reasons why the duration of a transaction effects its risks is the volatility of 
currencies.  A value of a currency may change significantly in a short period, for example, the 
Turkish lira lost 12 % of its value in one day in August 2018. See Jones: Currency volatility 
gauges ignite as Turkish lira turmoil spreads.  If the value of the currency changes during the 
execution of the transaction the other party may receive an inaccurate value.  Another example 
of the effect of the duration of a transaction on its risk is the intermediary going bankrupt, as 
it happened with Lehman Brothers.  Such a scenario is rarely to play-out, but when it does the 
effects are immense.  The funds transferred will most likely remain in the intermediary, and 
be retrieved only after the termination of the bankruptcy proceeding.  
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When a bank is executing a payment, it will habitually charge its custom-
er a fee. The fee charged varies. The fee will be higher for an international 
transaction, and lower for a domestic transaction, even more so for a trans-
action in the same bank. The fees banks are charging for money transfers 
are not proportional to micropayments. Micropayments are the payments of 
small amounts of money. Depending on the author, small amounts of money 
is defined differently. The Croatian Academic and Research Network defines 
the micropayments as payments of an amount not exceeding 1 cent.45 Gille 
defines micropayments as electronic payments that do not exceed 1 EUR.46 
Nevertheless, the disproportional fees thus impede the attraction of micro-
payments. The disproportional fees may prevent entrepreneurs from charging 
their services and products which may further limit economic growth. Some 
FinTech firms have focused on providing an interface that enables quicker, 
more efficient and convenient micropayments.47 
Another global issue that FinTech firms have been addressing is a financial 
exclusion. Financial exclusion is a term that describes the persons who are 
underbanked; persons who do not have access to traditional banking services, 
or banks, due to the underdeveloped status of a country or area they live in. 
The United Nations has set the reaching of financial inclusion as one of the 
seventeen Goals of sustainable development.48
The FinTech firms have started to mend the financial exclusion by creating alter-
native payment infrastructure that is offering banking services in the underde-
veloped areas. An example of FinTech’s action in battling the financial exclusion 
is m-pesa started by a mobile service provider - Vodafone in 2007. It enables a 
vast number of people, who do not have access to a bank account but do have 
a mobile phone, to transfer money through their mobile phone.49 m-pesa is a 
suitable solution for countries such as Kenya, where only 10 % of the population 
has access to traditional banking services, while more than 50 % of the popu-
lation has a mobile phone50. In April of 2016 m-pesa had more than 25 million 
active users in Kenya, Tanzania, South African Republic, Democratic Republic 
of Congo, India, Mozambique, Egypt, Lesotho, Ghana, Albania, and Romania.51
45 See CARNet: Elektronički novac. 
46 See Gille: A transaction cost analysis of micropayments in mobile commerce.
47 FinTech company Flattr AB enables journalists, artists, bloggers and other creators to get 
direct contributions from their supporters. See Flatter: More answers, less doubt.
48 Seethe  UN Capital Development Fund: Financial Inclusion and the SDGs.
49 See Vodafone: m-pesa. 
50 See Prabhu; Radjou: Do We Really Need Banks?. 
51 See Daily Nation: M-Pesa reports 27 pc jump in global users to 25 million.
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Mm-pesa is an operative example of how a technological solution can be de-
ployed to increase the efficiency of the financial market. Similar to the crowd-
funding, FinTech has recognized the opening in the market and created an 
adequate solution to seal it. Furthermore, m-pesa is highlighting how one tech-
nological solution is suitable for various jurisdictions. It operates in Romania, 
an EU member state, Albania a candidate EU-member state, as well as in Af-
rican and Asian countries. This again shows how technological solutions are 
not geographically limited. 
Implementation of technological solutions in banking infrastructure, such as 
online banking and credit cards, has modernized the payment system. FinTech 
has taken the modernization a step further. The FinTech firms provide a faster, 
more efficient, independent and less expensive money transfer (PayTech)52 by 
which they have entered into the market as a promising participant. 
5.3. BANKS AND MONEY – CAN THE PILLARS OF THE FINANCIAL 
SYSTEM BE DIGITALIZED?
This chapter will firstly explore if the set-up traditional banks are operating in 
can be altered by the implementation of the digital infrastructure. It will exam-
ine the setup of Atom plc as an example of a FinTech Firm providing banking 
services (Internet-only bank). In its second part this chapter will discuss the 
possibilities cryptocurrencies may be hinting toward, and the effect the trans-
fer of (central-bank) money to channels based on blockchain technology may 
have on the banking sector. 
“Banking is essential, banks are not”
Has the technology reached the state of development at which the famous Bill 
Gates’s forecast from 199453 could be materialized? Bill Gate’s forecast that 
in the future one will need the banking system but not necessarily the banks 
has been radical in the point in time it was made. In the existing market, the 
FinTech firms have demonstrated that the banking services can be indepen-
dent of the banking sector and provided to the customers outside the banking 
system. Moreover, the moment for the shift to the online banking services 
might be right, as a McKinsey & Company study shows that a large portion of 
respondents is open to digital banking channel, and that as much as 56 % of 
customers would be willing to purchase banking products digitally.54
52 See Haycock; Richmond, S.: Bye bye banks? 
53 See Groenfeldt: Mobile banking trends will leadto  change in banking 2016. 
54 See Jacques, etc.: Reimagining the bank branch for the digital era. 
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The liberalization of the regulatory environment surrounding the banking 
system has facilitated the launch of the first so-called Internet-only banks in 
the UK. An internet-only bank is a bank that is providing banking services 
exclusively through an online interface. They tend to pay higher interest rates 
compared to traditional banks.55 An operating example of an Internet-only 
bank is the Atom bank plc launched in 2016.56 Atom provides banking services 
exclusively through a mobile app.57 At this point, it is not possible to open an 
account without their app. Atom has no branches where customers could com, 
or employees who’d serve the customers. But then again it offers its clients 
24/7 helpdesk support.58 
Atom is an example of how the set-up of an Internet bank (digital infrastruc-
ture) eliminates the need for a wide net of branches. Atom is offering its ser-
vices (exclusively) through a digital interface, hence it can be providing its 
services anywhere within the authorized jurisdiction. Therefore, it does not 
need a wide net of branches to gain market share. At the existing regulatory 
set-up, Atom is offering its services to UK citizens only.59
In contrast, commercial banks employ a greater number of employees in a 
number of branches. Yet employees and the branches cause high fixed and 
variable expenses.60 Internet-only banks have eliminated such expenses, as 
they have neither branches nor employees. The absence of banking branches 
and employees increases the flexibility of an Internet-only bank and increases 
its efficiency. As previously mentioned, the trends in the market are showing 
that the banking industry is moving towards providing more of its services 
online. The size of the banks and the strict regulatory environment may be 
preventing the existing banks to change their business model completely and 
provide the services to their customers only through an online interface. Be-
sides, not all the customers may be ready for such a drastic transition.
The great asset that banks have is their reputation and the trust the market 
confides in them. The reputation and trust are one of the reasons the customers 
keep their money in the banks. Without gaining the reputation and the trust 
55 See McCormick: Best Online Only Banks of 2018.
56 Atom bank plc isauthorizedd by the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and the PRA. It is registered under the Financial 
Services Register number 661960. See Atom: The future of banking, available today.
57 See Atom: FAQ.
58 See Atom: FAQ.
59 See Atom: FAQ.
60 See Rončević: Nove usluge bankarskoga sektora: razvitak samoposlužnoga bankarstva u 
Hrvatskoj. 
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of the market, Internet-only banks or other FinTech firms cannot represent 
a proper alternative to the established banking system. Time will show how 
likely it is for the customers to confide their finance to a not established service 
provider. Nevertheless, Internet-only banks and FinTech are leading the path 
which the industry is following. 
Bitcoin is here to stay!61
Banking and banking services are inevitable when it comes to transactions 
with money. Money, together with the banks which facilitate money transfer, 
is what is making the global trade of goods possible.62 Similar as the banks the 
, money will more often than not be defined by its functions – medium of ex-
change, temporary abode of purchasing power, store of value, unit of account 
(standard of value) and standard of deferred payment63 and its characteristics 
– transferability, durability, scalability, standardization, and identification and 
by its issuer; the central bank. The introduction of cards and electronic pay-
ments was a step toward the transformation of money and eliminating it in its 
physical form – cash. 
The benefits of going cashless are plenty. It benefits consumers as well as pro-
viders. Cashless transactions are more transparent. They allow less demanding 
control of the payments made. Consequently, it is less demanding to collect 
taxes, enforce anti-money laundering provisions, fight black market, s etc. 
Moreover, the cost of printing the money, its transport and safe-keeping would 
be reduced. Cashless payments by cards are providing the customers with a 
certain degree of independency from the banking system. 
The independency is illusory since the banks still step in as intermediaries in 
the transactions as the, online transactions are most often performed with  the 
involvement of a bank - a trusted intermediary64 who will guarantee not only 
the identity of the parties involved but the success of the transaction65 conduct-
ed on. One of the reasons why the online transactions require verification from 
a trusted third party is that in an online transaction parties cannot, reliably, 
establish one another’s identity. Consequently, one party does not know if the 
61 This phrase does not reflect the author’s position on a single cryptocurrency - the Bitcoin, 
nor on the lot. The phrase wishes not to single out Bitcoin. Bitcoin here is used as a wider term 
for all cryptocurrencies. The phrase aims to raise the question: Can the efficiencies cryptocur-
rencies displayed in the market be ignored? 
62 See Grgurek; Vidaković: Bankarsko poslovanje. 
63 See Auerbach: Money, Banking, and Financial Markets. 
64 The trusted third party will usually be a bank, or a credit card company.
65 See Barclaycard: How do online payments actually wor
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other one is good for it, i.e. if the other party, in reality, has the money or as-
sets, and is the rightful owner of the object of a transaction. As a result, when 
transacting online, a trusted intermediary steps in the middle of a transaction 
and provides the trust of an online transaction.
The recent developments in technology have reached the point where cashless 
money transfer may become independent of the banking system. The contro-
versial cryptocurrencies66, popularized by bitcoin, are introduced as the new 
medium of online payment. 67 The blockchain technology underlying the cryp-
tocurrencies allows the direct transfer of an asset (money) from one party to 
another. Therefore, it eliminates the need for a transaction to be verified by a 
trusted third party (a bank, or a credit card company). 
Cryptocurrencies allow (almost) instant settlement, direct online payments 
without traditional intermediaries (banks), and secure depositing of “money” 
in private wallets. Cryptocurrencies, due to their technical characteristics (di-
rect transfer and almost instant settlement), are a more adequate medium for 
executing online payments. The instant settlement and the direct payments 
reduce intermediary cost and increase the speed of a transaction. Even so, at 
the point of the regulatory framework, cryptocurrencies do not fall under the 
definition of money as they are not issued by a central bank, as they are not 
generally accepted as a form of payment, due to their volatility, and as they 
leave the customers unprotected.
As mentioned, at this point in time only a few online sites will accept cryp-
tocurrencies as a method of payment68. US retailer, Overstock.com, was one 
of the first online retailers that accepted cryptocurrencies as a method of pay-
66 See European Central Bank: What is bitcoin?.
European Central Bank defines cryptocurrencies as digital representations of value which, 
despite not being issued by a central bank … are voluntarily accepted, by natural or legal 
persons, as a means of exchange, and which are stored, transferred and traded electronically, 
without a tangible, real-world representation. See Athanassiou: Legal Working Paper Series 
- Impact of digital innovation on the processing of electronic payments and contracting: an 
overview oa f legal risk.
67 Blockchain technology is the technology underlying the cryptocurrencies. The specific 
features of blockchain technology that makes it adequate for integration ithe n financial sector 
ae: traceability of transaction, safety and 10 minutes update, verification and settlement of 
transactions. It is expected the blockchain could be used for various purposes ithe n financial 
sector such as depositing and lending in syndicated loans and trade finance, in ensuring mon-
itoring and execution of CoCo bonds. See World Economic Forum: The future of financial 
infrastructure - An ambitious look at how blockchain can reshapthe e financial sector.
68 One can use Bitcoin to deposit funds into their Microsoft account, buy gadgets from Newe-
gg Overstock.com or even order pizza form PizzaForCoins or BitPizza. See Moreau: 15 Major 
Retailers and Services That Accept Bitcoin.
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ment.69 Bearing in mind the rapid growth of online shopping and online ser-
vices, it is to presume, the market will move towards cryptocurrencies as a 
more efficient method of payment. The Chinese online store Alibaba perfectly 
depicts the growth of online shopping. In the year 2015 for Chinese national 
singles day (11 November) Alibaba has had record sales of USD 14 billion70 
For the same holiday in the year 2016 Alibaba achieved record sales of USD 
23.39 billion.71 
Currently, it is not possible to assert in which direction the technology re-
volving around cryptocurrency will be evolving. Considering the trends in the 
market, especially the presented growth in online shopping, it is not surprising 
that the market is presuming the central bank money could in the future be 
registered on the blockchain technology.72 If that will be the case, the cashless 
payment system may become (entirely) independent of commercial banking, 
as the trusted intermediary (bank) would no longer be required to guarantee 
transactions. It may become redundant for the banks to transfer money if the 
technology permits secure, direct, instant, cashless payments and the money 
is deposited in private wallets. If the customers could be executing cashless 
payments securely without a bank, need for banks to be providing payment 
services would also be eliminated or reduced to a minimum level.
Furthermore, blockchain technology allows secure depositing of cryptocur-
rencies in private wallets. Therefore, in the future, the customers may not be 
incentivized to deposit money in a bank because holding the monies in their 
wallets would, due to their technical characteristics, provide a sound level of 
security. The security, the wallets are providing could render checking account 
obsolete.73 In that case, banks would have to incentivize their clients to keep 
the funds deposited. 
Such a scenario would, without a doubt, affect the services (depositing and 
money transfer) the banks are providing in the existing set-up. 
69 Overstock.com accepted cryptocurrencies as a method of payment as of January of 2014. 
See Moreau: 15 Major Retailers and Services That Accept Bitcoin. and Overstock.com: Help 
Center.
70 See Dobbs: No Ordinary Disruption - The Four Global Forces Breaking All the Trends.
71 See ABC news: Singles’ Day: Alibaba posts record sales as Chinese e-shoppers spend 
billions. 
72 See European Securities and Markets Authority: Report - The Distributed Ledger Tech-
nology Applied to Securities Markets. 
73 The uniqueness of the blockchain technology lies in enabling its users to transact online 
without a trusted intermediary. 
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Considering the occurrences in the market, mentioned in this chapter, one may 
draw a conclusion that implementation of digital technology (in the existing 
banking infrastructure) or further development of FinTech would alter both 
the services the banks are providing (taking deposits and money transfer) and 
the set-up they operate in due to the shift to digital services. As discussed 
above, it is safe to assume the set-up banks operate in will change. It is safe to 
presume the banks will shift ta o more digital environment in relations to the 
customers. Moving to the more digital environment could result in decreasing 
the number of (if not eliminating) branches a bank has and employees a bank 
employs. The set-up banks may be operating in the future may be similar to 
the internet-only banks’ set-up. At this point, it is challenging to forecast which 
bank services might survive due to the development and adoption of the new 
digital technologies. 
6. REGULATORY CHALLENGES IN FINANCIAL SERVICES 
THROUGH INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
In chapter 5, working out of the reach of a regulator was mentioned as one of 
the factors that supported the rise of FinTech firms. The European Banking 
Authority (EBA) has surveyed FinTech firms in the EU, to establish the pro-
portion of the firms working under the (EU) regulatory framework. In EBA 
Discussion paper on the EBA’s approach to financial technology (FinTech), it 
reports on the survey of 1500 FinTech firms established in the EU. The results 
show that 31% of the FinTech Firms are not subject to a regulatory regime 
under EU or national law and 17% are subject to a national registration/autho-
rization regime.74 Considering the proportion, one must take into account the 
fact that the EBA has surveyed the FinTech firms it was informed about by the 
national competent authorities. The number of active FinTech firms in the EU 
is likely to be significantly higher, as well as the portion of the FinTech firms 
that are not subject to a regulatory regime.  
The particular requirements when imposing regulation on FinTech.
When discussing the regulation of FinTech, one must have in mind the differ-
ent starting points financial and technology sector have. The financial sector 
due to the great importance for society and the economy is submitted to strict 
and clear regulation and supervision. Financial regulation seeks to create a 
stable market and protect the public against losses by setting financial super-
74 See European Banking Authority: Discussion Paper on the EBA’s approach to financial 
technology (FinTech).
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vision, authorization requirements for financial service providers, the rules on 
the conduct of business, establishing disclosure rules, placing strict liability 
for market frauds and establishing compensation funds.75 In short, financial 
regulation is set in place to reduce, if not eliminate systemic risk.76 
On the other hand, technology-driven sector favors self-regulation. Less reg-
ulation leaves technology-driven businesses in a flexible environment which 
allow them to develop constantly and reach their full potential. Even though 
the technology used in the financial sector should be submitted to the same 
level of regulation, regulators should recognize that difference between the 
two sectors. 
Another thing to keep in mind is that the timing of imposing of regulation on 
innovative technologies may affect both inclusion of the technology and its 
further development. Overregulating too early may slow down the n devel-
oping process, while doing so too late may create legal uncertainty and leave 
investors unprotected.77 Whys and wherefores of regulating at a later point 
in time include the idea that it may be a waste of efforts as the availability 
of technology may not mean it will be adopted in the market, and if the case 
may be regulators who were working on finding adequate solutions would be 
diverting their resources besides the argument that the technology may not yet 
have been fully developed.78 
Moreover, recent advancements display that technological innovation emerges 
before regulators are prepared.79 Often, the existing rules are not applicable, 
and regulators and the legal framework are not ready for developing and en-
forcing rules as rapidly as novel products and services emerge. Such an envi-
ronment leaves room for manipulation and consumer threats. 
The risks have arisen in the market.
The importance of the financial sector for the society and the economics is 
pronounced.  Nevertheless, when discussing regulation that ensures a stable 
75 See Wood: Regulation of International Finance. 
76 See Magnuson: Regulating Fintech.  Magnuson defines systemic risk as the probability 
that economic shocks in one part of a financial system can lead to shocks in other parts of that 
system.  Under Magnuson, four factors are main contributors to the systemic risk: (i) the size 
of a market, (ii) the vulnerability of individual actors to shocks, (iii) the shock absorbers set to 
limit the dispersion and (iv) the level of asymmetric information in the market.  
77 See Ehrbeck: Financial Inclusion/ What’s Next for Regulators?. 
78 More elaborate argumentation on whyhe t technological solution may be regulated later 
can be found in Arner: The evolution of FinTech: A New Post-Crisis Paradigm?.
79 See Ehrbeck: Financial Inclusion/ What’s Next for Regulators?. 
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market, and mitigation of systemic risk, regulation of the FinTech sector can-
not be left out.  As FinTech firms are providing financial services, they are 
associated with systemic risk.80  Hence, the regulation must cover risks arising 
from the operations of FinTech. 
When discussing regulation that is covering the FinTech sector one must have 
in mind is consumer protection. FinTech firms are stepping in the middle of 
(financial) transactions as new intermediaries. In crowdfunding, an online 
platform is the middle-man between the investor and the fund-seeker. Simi-
lar, when acquiring cryptocurrencies, customers are approaching trading plat-
forms, or a sort of currency exchange platforms.81 At the existing state of the 
regulatory environment, these intermediaries (online platforms) are working 
out of reach of the regulators. The platforms do not fall under the regulation 
as the financial institutions do. Consequently, they do not provide the same 
level of security and scrutiny the banking sector provides. Considering the 
popularization and the rapid growth of the market, investors/customers could 
be vastly unaware of the risks such as intermediaries (and transactions) are 
associated with. 
If the sector remains unregulated, the investors will remain unprotected, which 
will leave room for flaws in providing the services and unnecessary risks. That 
is why the regulators must design adequate regulation which would allow the 
further development of the FinTech industry and other digital solution in the 
banking sector while providing a reasonable degree of investor protection.
The collaboration of the regulators and FinTech firms.
Some regulators have recognized the special environment the Fintech firms 
require. For example, in 2015, the Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) has 
introduced Project Innovate82.  Through Project Innovate, the FCA works to-
gether with innovative technology-based projects supporting them and help-
ing them to understand the regulatory framework and how it applies to them. 
Through Project Innovate, the FCA assists the technology-based projects in 
80 For more information on why and how are FinTech firms associated with systemic risk see 
Magnuson: Regulating Fintech.
81 See Bitcoin.com: Standard Exchanges -Choose Where You’d Like to Buy & Sell Bitcoin. 
82 The Project Innovate (i) supports innovative financial products and services to the market 
(ii) provides regulatory feedback to firms developing models that seek to deliver lower cost ad-
vice to consumers and finally (iii) creates a ‘safe space’ in which businesses can test innovative 
products, services, business models and delivery mechanisms in a live environment without 
immediately incurring all the normal regulatory consequences of engaging in the activity in 
question. See Financial Conduct Authority: FCA Innovate.
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preparing and applying for authorization.83 After obtaining authorization, a 
technology-based projects is assigned a dedicated contact for a limited time 
period.84 In that way, the FCA ensures to be involved in the innovative tech-
nology-based projects and works with FinTech firms in finding solutions which 
are adequate within the existing regulatory framework. Such collaboration and 
conjoint development of regulators and FinTech firms may be an appropriate 
way for understanding the services FinTech firms are offering, risks involved, 
and ultimately finding adequate regulation for FinTech. Moreover, in such an 
approach, a regulator is more prepared to understand the developments in the 
market and the services provided. That may allow it to react promptly to de-
velopments in the market and decrease the regulatory gap.
When finding adequate regulation for FinTech firms legislators have to take 
into account that technological solutions are not geographically limited M-pe-
sa demonstrates how one technological solution can be used in various coun-
tries. Even though, the technology does not recognize (national) borders, the 
regulation surely does. Confirming to different regulatory regimes, and deal-
ing with different administrative systems may burden FinTech firms and cause 
unnecessary cost. FinTech firms will be setting-up their headquarters in a most 
favorable jurisdiction.85 That might incentivize regulators to create of a Fin-
Tech-friendly regulatory frame to incentivize FinTech firms to setting-up their 
headquarters in a specific jurisdiction.  
7. CONCLUSION
This paper aimed to assess in digital technologies have the power to disrupt 
commercial banks’ set-up and the services they are providing. As the paper 
has shown, the digital technologies have enabled the arrival of the new play-
ers in town - the FinTech firms which are providing services parallel to core 
banking services (lending and money transfer) to the consumers. At the time 
of writing FinTech’s share of disruption is perhaps louder in perception than 
actual market share. Where the market share is being gained, it falls within 
two types. The first is where FinTech is leading the changing system indepen-
dent of banks (this is particularly true in the payments sector and connected 
infrastructure) and the second is where FinTech is partnering to provide the 
technology to traditional financial market participants active in the commer-
cial banking sector.
83 See Financial Conduct Authority: FCA Innovate.
84 See Financial Conduct Authority: FCA Innovate.
85 See Magnuson: Regulating Fintech.
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The FinTech sector has created innovative solutions – the services it is pro-
viding are offering new possibilities to the customers. Besides that, FinTech 
has shown its potential to close the existing gaps in the financial market. It is 
providing underbanked individuals efficient access to basic banking services 
where banks weren’t able to (or incentivized to) do so. Additionally, they have 
designed the new method of crediting - crowdfunding. Crowdfunding allows 
individuals, who may not be creditworthy by banks’ standards, to obtain cred-
it. On the other side, it allows small investors an investment opportunity. This 
shows that FinTech firms have successfully recognized the needs of the market 
and fulfill them effectively. 
An advantage of the FinTech firms is that they can (in most of the cases) deploy 
its technological solution, i.e. banking services regardless of the geographical 
location of the customer. Customers residing in specific countries may be pre-
vented in using some of the services due to the regulatory environment. How-
ever, with the creation of an adequate regulatory environment, those hurdles 
could be mended. 
The regulatory gap is one of the factors that permitted the fast development 
of the FinTech sector in the first place. Nevertheless, it is a challenge FinTech 
firms are faced with. Although imposing regulation on FinTech is immanent 
due to its close relation to the financial sector, choosing the right timing for 
setting the regulation may be one of the greatest challenges for the regulators. 
When designing the new regulation, the regulators will have to keep in mind 
the differences between the regulation applicable on the financial sector, and 
the regulation that favors the technology-driven sector. 
As the FinTech firms are offering new possibilities to customers that the cus-
tomers are accepting, the banking sector is moved by digital technology. The 
indications in the market show banks may be shifting their operations to an 
online interface and change their operating model, one can expect that the set-
up banks are operating in may be also moved by digital technology. Moreover, 
in some jurisdiction, the regulator has permitted the authorization of online 
banks. Such an atmosphere may lead to the abolition of the commercial banks 
in their existing set-up. It hints the banks could forsake the branches and be 
providing their services solely online. Such a shift would alter the structure of 
commercial banking and with it the services. Likewise, the transformation of 
money transfers to channels based on blockchain technology which is underly-
ing cryptocurrencies could additionally affect the business model of the banks 
in the future. 
It is irrefutable that the implementation of innovative technologies into bank-
ing services is disrupting the commercial banking sector and its services. The 
extent of the disruption cannot be foreseen. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that 
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FinTech firms would take over the role of commercial banks. However, Fin-
Tech firms have alerted the banking sector and for some, it has pushed banks 
into creating a consumer-friendlier environment. That should be applauded in 
its own right. 
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